

**Ideal Qualities in Student**

*(Some are indicators of a “born musician”)*

1) True love of music
   Sensitivity
   a) Extreme positive reaction to different types of chords, nice progressions, etc.
   b) Open mind to all sounds, willingness and eagerness to hear different types of tonality

2) High degree of curiosity and general spirit of investigation

3) Love of actual playing

4) (Love of performing)

5) Good coordination, dexterity, (endurance), good hands for guitar

6) Quick, logical, and intuitive mind (does not need things to be explained very much)

7) Terrific musical ear

8) Great drive, enthusiasm, patience, perseverance, and determination

9) Great appreciation and respect for true achievement of the past, and interest in evolution and sources of musical sounds

10) Ability to discern subtleties in chords, inflection, tone qualities, effects, modulations

11) Love of teaching (to carry on and possibly expand what has already been done)

12) Has plenty of time and uses it wisely…(resourceful)

Friendliness, consideration, responsibility, (tasteful sense of humor)
Ideal Qualities in Student (Some are indicators of a “Born” Musician)

1. Love of Music
   a) extreme reaction to different types of chords, nice progressions, etc.
   b) open mind to all sounds, will try and sequences to hear different types of tonality

2. High degree of Curiosity and General Spirit of Investigation

3. Love of actual playing

4. Love of performing

5. Good coordination, dexterity (endurance), good hands, fingers

6. Quick, logical and intuitive mind (doesn’t need things to be explained very much)

7. terrific musical ear

8. Great drive, enthusiasm, patience, perseverance & determination

9. Great appreciation for fine achievement of the past & interest in evolution & sources of musical thought

10. Ability to discern subtleties in chords, inflection, tone qualities, effects, modulations

11. Love of teaching (to carry on & possibly extend what has already been done)

12. Has plenty of time and uses it wisely . . . . (resourceful)

Friendliness, Consideration, Responsibility (Sense of humor)